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In an increasingly diverse society, psychotherapists must be able to work
effectively with a wide variety of clients, each of whom has been shaped by a
different mix of cultural and social influences. Pamela Hays' popular bestseller
invites readers to move beyond a one-dimensional view of identity to a nuanced
understanding of the factors that enable therapist and client to interact
productively. Her ""ADDRESSING"" framework encompasses Age and
generational influences Developmental or other Disability Religion and spirituality
Ethnic and racial identity Socioeconomic status Sexual orientation Indigenous
heritage National origin Gender The book discusses cultural considerations as
therapists typically encounter them, that is, during the chronological flow of
clinical work. The author's integrated approach, grounded in the research
literature, considers the complexities of real-life clinical practice. In this new
edition, readers will find up-to-date information on the DSM-5, ICD-10, and
upcoming ICD-11, as well as new sections on working with people in poverty,
children, and transgender people; trauma-informed care; and the applications of
mindfulness. The practical suggestions and tools in this book apply to
assessment, testing, diagnosis, and psychotherapy and are illustrated with a rich
variety of case examples. Each chapter ends with a Key Ideas summary and a
Practice Exercise that can be used in education and supervision.
This book presents to an American audience the cuisine of Liguria—the Italian
Riviera—full of dishes that are inventive, inherently seasonal, waste-conscious,
plant-forward, and geared toward the home cook. Italian cuisine never goes out
of style. Yet while many are familiar with various regional cuisines of Italy, one of
its most gastronomically rich regions has been largely overlooked: Liguria, home
of focaccia, pesto, and the Cinque Terre. Award-winning author and food writer
Laurel Evans has been immersed in the cuisine of Liguria for 15 years, ever
since her Italian boyfriend (now husband, and the photographer for this book)
brought her to his family’s hillside villa in Moneglia on the Mediterranean coast.
There, Evans immersed herself in kitchens, restaurants, and markets, building
relationships with the chefs, shopkeepers, producers, and nonne who drive the
local cuisine. This book showcases all that she discovered: a cuisine that is
beautiful but humble, plant-based and waste-conscious at its core, with a
particular spirit and history that she unravels for readers new to the region. From
the ultimate pesto, to the definitive focaccia recipe coaxed out of local bakers, to
recipes for lesser-known Ligurian specialties like Cappon Magro, Liguria: The
Cookbook offers readers a personal journey into the heart of the cuisine of this
timeless yet ever-evolving region.
The Sounds of Early Cinema is devoted exclusively to a little-known, yet
absolutely crucial phenomenon: the ubiquitous presence of sound in early
cinema. "Silent cinema" may rarely have been silent, but the sheer diversity of
sound(s) and sound/image relations characterizing the first 20 years of moving
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picture exhibition can still astonish us. Whether instrumental, vocal, or
mechanical, sound ranged from the improvised to the pre-arranged (as in scripts,
scores, and cue sheets). The practice of mixing sounds with images differed
widely, depending on the venue (the nickelodeon in Chicago versus the summer
Chautauqua in rural Iowa, the music hall in London or Paris versus the newest
palace cinema in New York City) as well as on the historical moment (a single
venue might change radically, and many times, from 1906 to 1910). Contributors
include Richard Abel, Rick Altman, Edouard Arnoldy, Mats BjÃ¶rkin, Stephen
Bottomore, Marta Braun, Jean ChÃ¢teauvert, Ian Christie, Richard Crangle,
Helen Day-Mayer, John Fullerton, Jane Gaines, AndrÃ© Gaudreault, Tom
Gunning, FranÃ§ois Jost, Charlie Keil, Jeff Klenotic, Germain Lacasse, Neil
Lerner, Patrick Loughney, David Mayer, Domi-nique Nasta, Bernard Perron,
Jacques Polet, Lauren Rabinovitz, Isabelle Raynauld, Herbert Reynolds, Gregory
A. Waller, and Rashit M. Yangirov.
Door een ontmoeting met een Iers echtpaar in Zuid-Frankrijk realiseert een
geadopteerde vrouw zich dat ze haar biologische moeder wil leren kennen.
Language standardization is an ongoing process based on the notions of
linguistic correctness and models. This manual contains thirty-six chapters that
deal with the theories of linguistic norms and give a comprehensive up-to-date
description and analysis of the standardization processes in the Romance
languages. The first section presents the essential approaches to the concept of
linguistic norm ranging from antiquity to the present, and includes individual
chapters on the notion of linguistic norms and correctness in classical grammar
and rhetoric, in the Prague School, in the linguistic theory of Eugenio Coseriu, in
sociolinguistics as well as in pragmatics, cognitive and discourse linguistics. The
second section focuses on the application of these notions with respect to the
Romance languages. It examines in detail the normative grammar and the
normative dictionary as the reference tools for language codification and
modernization of those languages that have a long and well-established written
tradition, i.e. Romanian, Italian, French, Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese.
Furthermore, the volume offers a discussion of the key issues regarding the
standardization of the ‘minor’ Romance languages as well as Creoles.
A sociologist and former fashion model takes readers inside the elite global party
circuit of "models and bottles" to reveal how beautiful young women are used to
boost the status of men Million-dollar birthday parties, megayachts on the French
Riviera, and $40,000 bottles of champagne. In today's New Gilded Age, the
world's moneyed classes have taken conspicuous consumption to new extremes.
In Very Important People, sociologist, author, and former fashion model Ashley
Mears takes readers inside the exclusive global nightclub and party circuit—from
New York City and the Hamptons to Miami and Saint-Tropez—to reveal the
intricate economy of beauty, status, and money that lies behind these
spectacular displays of wealth and leisure. Mears spent eighteen months in this
world of "models and bottles" to write this captivating, sometimes funny,
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sometimes heartbreaking narrative. She describes how clubs and restaurants
pay promoters to recruit beautiful young women to their venues in order to attract
men and get them to spend huge sums in the ritual of bottle service. These "girls"
enhance the status of the men and enrich club owners, exchanging their bodily
capital for as little as free drinks and a chance to party with men who are rich or
aspire to be. Though they are priceless assets in the party circuit, these women
are regarded as worthless as long-term relationship prospects, and their bodies
are constantly assessed against men's money. A story of extreme gender
inequality in a seductive world, Very Important People unveils troubling realities
behind moneyed leisure in an age of record economic disparity.
Essays discuss poetry, communication, television, form, aesthetics, bad taste,
and art
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
From National Book Award winner Deirdre Bair, the definitive biography of Saul
Steinberg, one of The New Yorker's most iconic artists. The issue date was
March 29, 1976. The New Yorker cost 75 cents. And on the cover unfolded Saul
Steinberg's vision of the world: New York City, the Hudson River, and then...well,
it's really just a bunch of stuff you needn't concern yourself with. Steinberg's
brilliant depiction of the world according to self-satisfied New Yorkers placed him
squarely in the pantheon of the magazine's—and the era's—most celebrated
artists. But if you look beyond the searing wit and stunning artistry, you'll find one
of the most fascinating lives of the twentieth century. Born in Romania, Steinberg
was educated in Milan and was already famous for his satirical drawings when
World War II forced him to immigrate to the United States. On a single day,
Steinberg became a US citizen, a commissioned officer in the US Navy, and a
member of the OSS, assigned to spy in China, North Africa, and Italy. After the
war ended, he returned to America and to his art. He quickly gained entree into
influential circles that included Saul Bellow, Vladimir Nabokov, Willem de
Kooning, and Le Corbusier. His wife was the artist Hedda Sterne, from whom he
separated in 1960 but never divorced and with whom he remained in daily
contact for the rest of his life. This conveniently freed him up to amass a coterie
of young mistresses and lovers. But his truly great love was the United States,
where he traveled extensively by bus, train, and car, drawing, observing, and
writing. His body of work is staggering and influential in ways we may not yet
even be able to fully grasp, quite possibly because there has not been a full-scale
biography of him until now. Deirdre Bair had access to 177 boxes of documents
and more than 400 drawings. In addition, she conducted several hundred
personal interviews. Steinberg's curious talent for creating myths about himself
did not make her job an easy one, but the result is a stunning achievement to
admire and enjoy. The electronic version of this title does not contain the 35 Saul
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Steinberg illustrations that are available in the print edition.
Strippers and Flippers . . . or a New Positive Force Helping to Drive the Economy
. . . The untold story of Steve Schwarzman and Blackstone, the financier and his
financial powerhouse that avoided the self-destructive tendencies of Wall Street.
David Carey and John Morris show how Blackstone (and other private equity
firms) transformed themselves from gamblers, hostile-takeover artists, and
‘barbarians at the gate’ into disciplined, risk-conscious investors. The financial
establishment—banks and investment bankers such as Citigroup, Bear Stearns,
Lehman, UBS, Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley—were the
cowboys, recklessly assuming risks, leveraging up to astronomical levels and
driving the economy to the brink of disaster. Blackstone is now ready to break out
once again since it is sitting on billions of dollars that can be invested at a time
when the market is starved for capital. The story of a financial revolution—the
greatest untold success story on Wall Street:Not only have Blackstone and a
small coterie of competitors wrested control of corporations around the globe, but
they have emerged as a major force on Wall Street, challenging the likes of
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley for dominance. Great human interest
story:How Blackstone went from two guys and a secretary to being one of Wall
Street’s most powerful institutions, far outgrowing its much older rival KKR; and
how Steve Schwarzman, with a pay packet one year of $398 million and $684
million from the Blackstone IPO, came to epitomize the spectacular new financial
fortunes amassed in the 2000s. Controversial:Analyzes the controversies
surrounding Blackstone and whether it and other private equity firms suck the
lifeblood out of companies to enrich themselves—or whether they are a force that
helps make the companies they own stronger and thereby better competitors.
The story by two insiders with access:Insightful and hard-hitting, filled with neverbefore-revealed details about the workings of a heretofore secretive company
that was the personal fiefdom of Schwarzman and Peter Peterson. Forwardlooking:How Blackstone and private equity will drive the economy and provide a
model for how financing will work. From the Hardcover edition.
The work of Ernesto de Martino is relatively unknown outside of Italian intellectual
circles, but with a growing interest in his ethnographic and theoretical work, he is
now widely considered to be one of the great anthropologists and historians of
religion of the early twentieth century. Magic: A theory from the south (first
published in Italian asSud e Magia) is de Martino's stunning ethnography of
ceremonial magic in southern Italy (Luciana/Basilicata), an intimate “other” to
Western European civilization. Rigorous and detailed analyses of evil eye,
possession, witchcraft, religious belief, “binding,” exorcism, and various magical
practices lead de Martino to question the historical, ideological, ritual,
psychological, and pragmatic grounds of the arts of enchantment. The question
here is not whether magic is irrational or rational, but why it came to be perceived
as a problem of knowledge in the first place. De Martino's response is
contextualized within his wider, pathbreaking theorization of ritual, as well as his
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politically sensitive reading of the south's subaltern culture in its historical
encounter with Western science. In addition to the ethnography, De Martino's
historical anthropology traces the development of “jettatura” in Enlightenment
Naples as a paradigm of the complex dynamics between hegemonic and
subaltern cultures. Far ahead of its time, this first English edition (annotated and
translated by Dorothy Louise Zinn) stands to be as relevant as ever as
anthropologists (among others) continue to theorize modernity's continued tryst
with magical thinking. 1st Edition Publication Data: [1959] 2001. Sud e magia.
Milano: Feltrinelli Editore. ISBN: 9788807816758.
Known for being an owner of the mythical Studio 54, as well as a creator of the
"boutique" hotel, Ian Schrager has done much more than create, design, curate,
and manage hotels, restaurants, clubs, residential buildings, and various real
estate developments throughout the world: he has challenged and redefined the
idea of luxury and glamour. These spaces not only become known as
celebrations in design and concept, but also as destinations for evening social
spaces and fabulous parties. Ian Schrager: Design is not only a survey of the
beautiful and luxurious spaces and places that Ian Schrager and his various
collaborators have transformed, but also showcases the fabulous parties that
have been held there. This gorgeous full-color volume presents both archival and
new photography throughout Schrager's career, including hotels such as the
Morgans, Paramount, Delano, Mondrian, and the famed Gramercy Park Hotel in
New York City that he worked on with the painter Julian Schnabel; residential
properties including 40 Bond Street and 50 Gramercy Park North; and the
legendary club Studio 54. This volume celebrates Schrager as one of the biggest
design visionaries in the world of design. With over 250 photographs and texts
from the most important designers of our generation--including Philippe Starck,
John Pawson, and Jacques Herzog, all who also happened to have designed for
Schrager--Ian Schrager: Design reveals some of the highest and most successful
expressions of environmental curation to date, and will have an enduring impact
on entrepreneurs, interior designers, industrial designers, and cultural
communities alike.
The Last Life tells the story of the teenage Sagesse LaBasse and her family,
French Algerian emigrants haunted by their history, brought to the brink of
destruction by a single reckless act. Observed with a fifteen-year-old’s ruthless
regard for truth, it is a novel about secrets and ghosts, love and honour, the
stories we tell ourselves and the lies to which we cling. It is a work of stunning
emotional power, written in prose of matchless iridescence and grace. ‘Powerful,
Gripping, dark at its heart, this is an almost faultless novel’ Evening Standard ‘A
joy to read. Messud’s prose is lush, incantatory . . . her observations are funnily
astute, brimming with wit and imagination . . . as elegant and precise as
geometry’ Independent ‘Mesmerizing . . . Ms Messud has written a large and
resonant novel that is as artful as it is affecting’ New York Times
In Italian Readers of Ovid from the Origins to Petrarch, Julie Van Peteghem
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examines Ovid’s influence on Italian poetry from its beginnings, through Dante,
to Petrarch, situating it within the history of reading Ovid in medieval and early
modern Italy.
La Vita è Dolce is an exciting take on Italian baking by food writer and trained
pastry chef, Letitia Clark. Featuring over 80 Italian desserts, La Vita è Dolce
showcases Letitia's favourite puddings inspired by her time living in Sardinia.
Whether you’re looking for something fruity, nutty, creamy, chocolatey or boozy,
you will be seduced by the sweet aromas of every bake. Complete with
anecdotes and beautiful location photography throughout, each recipe is
authentic in taste but with a delicious, contemporary twist. From a joyful
Caramelised Citrus Tart to a classic Torta Caprese, this is a stunning celebration
of the sweet things in life, and is guaranteed to bring a slice of Italy into your
home.
With nearly 400 scores to his credit, Ennio Morricone is one of the most prolific
and influential film composers working today. In Composing for the Cinema,
Morricone and musicologist Sergio Miceli present a series of lectures on the
composition and analysis of film music. Adapted from several lectures and
seminars, these lessons show how sound design can be analyzed and offer a
variety of musical solutions to many different kinds of film. Drawing upon scores
by himself and others, the composer also provides insight into his relationships
with many of the directors with whom he has collaborated, including Sergio
Leone, Giuseppe Tornatore, Franco Zeffirelli, Warren Beatty, Ridley Scott,
Roland Joffé, the Taviani Brothers, and others. Delivered in a conversational
mode that is both comprehensible and interesting, this groundbreaking work
intertwines analysis with practical details of film music composition.
A New York Times Notable Book for 2011 One of The Economist's 2011 Books
of the Year People speak different languages, and always have. The Ancient
Greeks took no notice of anything unless it was said in Greek; the Romans made
everyone speak Latin; and in India, people learned their neighbors' languages—as
did many ordinary Europeans in times past (Christopher Columbus knew Italian,
Portuguese, and Castilian Spanish as well as the classical languages). But today,
we all use translation to cope with the diversity of languages. Without translation
there would be no world news, not much of a reading list in any subject at
college, no repair manuals for cars or planes; we wouldn't even be able to put
together flat-pack furniture. Is That a Fish in Your Ear? ranges across the whole
of human experience, from foreign films to philosophy, to show why translation is
at the heart of what we do and who we are. Among many other things, David
Bellos asks: What's the difference between translating unprepared natural
speech and translating Madame Bovary? How do you translate a joke? What's
the difference between a native tongue and a learned one? Can you translate
between any pair of languages, or only between some? What really goes on
when world leaders speak at the UN? Can machines ever replace human
translators, and if not, why? But the biggest question Bellos asks is this: How do
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we ever really know that we've understood what anybody else says—in our own
language or in another? Surprising, witty, and written with great joie de vivre, this
book is all about how we comprehend other people and shows us how,
ultimately, translation is another name for the human condition.
Genova straordinaria 2008. Ediz. italiana e ingleseedizioni dell'ambrosinoRiviera
CocktailTeNeues
The enchanting comic strip that introduced adult readers to the wonderful world
of Moomin Tove Jansson is revered around the world as one of the foremost
children's authors of the twentieth century for her illustrated chapter books
regarding the magical worlds of her creation, the Moomins. The Moomins saw life
in many forms but debuted to its biggest audience ever on the pages of world's
largest newspaper the London Evening News, in 1954. The strip was syndicated
in newspapers around the world with millions of readers in 40 countries. Moomin
Book One is the first volume of Drawn & Quarterly publishing plan to reprint the
entire strip drawn by Jansson before she handed over the reigns to her brother
Lars in 1960. This is the first time the strip will be published in any form in North
America and will deservedly place Jansson among the international cartooning
greats of the last century. The Moomins are a tight-knit family — hippo-shaped
creatures with easygoing and adventurous outlooks. Jansson's art is pared down
and precise, yet able to compose beautiful portraits of ambling creatures in fields
of flowers or rock-strewn beaches that recall Jansson's Nordic roots. The comic
strip reached out to adults with its gentle and droll sense of humor. Whimsical but
with biting undertones, Jansson's observations of everyday life, including guests
who overstay their welcome, modern art, movie stars, and high society, easily
caught the attention of an international audience and still resonate today.
2018 James Beard Award Winner: Best American Cookbook Named one of the
Best Cookbooks of 2017 by NPR, The Village Voice, Smithsonian Magazine,
UPROXX, New York Magazine, San Francisco Chronicle, Mpls. St.
PaulMagazine and others Here is real food—our indigenous American fruits and
vegetables, the wild and foraged ingredients, game and fish. Locally sourced,
seasonal, “clean” ingredients and nose-to-tail cooking are nothing new to Sean
Sherman, the Oglala Lakota chef and founder of The Sioux Chef. In his breakout
book, The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen, Sherman shares his approach to
creating boldly seasoned foods that are vibrant, healthful, at once elegant and
easy. Sherman dispels outdated notions of Native American fare—no fry bread or
Indian tacos here—and no European staples such as wheat flour, dairy products,
sugar, and domestic pork and beef. The Sioux Chef’s healthful plates embrace
venison and rabbit, river and lake trout, duck and quail, wild turkey, blueberries,
sage, sumac, timpsula or wild turnip, plums, purslane, and abundant wildflowers.
Contemporary and authentic, his dishes feature cedar braised bison, griddled
wild rice cakes, amaranth crackers with smoked white bean paste, three sisters
salad, deviled duck eggs, smoked turkey soup, dried meats, roasted corn sorbet,
and hazelnut–maple bites. The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen is a rich
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education and a delectable introduction to modern indigenous cuisine of the
Dakota and Minnesota territories, with a vision and approach to food that travels
well beyond those borders.
Precocious and shocking when first published in 1956, Chocolates for Breakfast
is a candid coming-of-age story of a young girl’s sudden awakening to love and
desire written by 18-year-old Pamela Moore. Disaffected, sexually precocious
15-year-old Courtney Farrell splits her time between her parents’ homes in New
York and Los Angeles. When a crush on a female teacher in boarding school
ends badly, Courtney sets out to know everything fast—from tasting dry martinis to
engaging in a passionate love affair with an older man. Considered an American
response to French sensation Bonjour Tristesse, Chocolates for Breakfast is also
a tale of Courtney’s close and ultimately tragic friendship with her roommate,
Janet Parker, and a moving account of how teenagers approach love and sex for
the first time. This edition of Chocolates for Breakfast features 16 pages of
insights into the book, including author interviews, recommended reading, and
more.
â€œToward a Ludic Architectureâ€ is a pioneering publication, architecturally
framing play and games as human practices in and of space. Filling the gap in
literature, Steffen P. Walz considers game design theory and practice alongside
architectural theory and practice, asking: how are play and games architected?
What kind of architecture do they produce and in what way does architecture
program play and games? What kind of architecture could be produced by
playing and gameplaying?
Photographer Edward Quinn chronicles the sweet life of the French Riviera in the
1950s and 60s in this homage to the stylish celebrities who lived and loved on
this chic coastline.
"Rome pull-out map, Rome airport pull-out card"--Cover.
This text is an unbound, three hole punched version. Access to WileyPLUS sold
separately. Parliamo italiano!, Binder Ready Version, Edition 5 continues to offer a
communicative, culture based approach for beginning students of Italian. Not only does
Parliamo Italiano provide students learning Italian with a strong ground in the four
ACTFL skills: reading, writing, speaking, and listening, but it also emphasizes cultural
fluency. The text follows a more visual approach by integrating maps, photos, regalia,
and cultural notes that offer a vibrant image of Italy. The chapters are organized around
functions and activities. Cultural information has been updated to make the material
more relevant. In addition, discussions on functional communications give readers early
success in the language and encourage them to use it in practical situations.
This book is about literary representations of the both left- and right-wing Italian
terrorism of the 1970s by contemporary Italian authors. In offering detailed analyses of
the many contemporary novels that have terrorism in either their foreground or
background, it offers a “take” on postmodern narrative practices that is alternative to
and more positive than the highly critical assessment of Italian postmodernism that has
characterized some sectors of current Italian literary criticism. It explores how
contemporary Italian writers have developed narrative strategies that enable them to
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represent the fraught experience of Italian terrorism in the 1970s. In its conclusions, the
book suggests that to meet the challenge of representation posed by terrorism fiction
rather than fact is the writer’s best friend and most effective tool.
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